Currently dynamic conformal arcs (DCA) and volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT) are two popular planning techniques to treat lung stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) patients. Of the two, DCA has advantages in terms of multi-leaf collimator (MLC) motion, positioning error, and delivery efficiency. However, VMAT is often the choice when critical organ sparing becomes important. We developed a hybrid strategy to incorporate DCA component into VMAT planning, results were compared with DCA and VMAT plans. Four planning techniques were retrospectively simulated for 10 lung SBRT patients: DCA, Hybrid-DCA (2/3 of the doses from DCA beams), Hybrid-VMAT (2/3 of the doses from VMAT beams) and VMAT.
| INTRODUCTION

Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) is an advanced technique
that is becoming the treatment choice for medically inoperable and many high-risk surgical non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients.
SBRT is able to precisely deliver high doses to tumors while sparing adjacent normal tissues in five or fewer treatment fractions. Compared to conventional radiation therapy treatment, SBRT offers superior outcomes, lower costs and greater patient convenience. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Three-dimensional conformal radiation therapy (3D-CRT), dynamic conformal arcs (DCA), intensity modulated radiation therapy VMAT was first introduced and implemented into the clinic as a novel radiation delivery technique and a variation of static field IMRT. 6, 7 By using an inverse planning algorithm, VMAT technique allows high modulation of the gantry rotation speed, dose rate, and the position and speed of MLC, to achieve highly conformal dose distributions around the target.
It is still a matter of debate which technique, DCA or VMAT, is superior for delivering SBRT to lung cancer patients. 8 DCA may be favored over VMAT for the following reasons: (a) less MLC motion complexity (less susceptible to the interplay effect between tumor and MLC motion), (b) less MLC positon errors, (c) better delivery efficiency, (d) less affected by the accuracy of the small field dosimetry modeling in the treatment planning system, (e) more cost effective, and (f) the possibility of no patient specific QA measurements before the start of treatment, etc. However, VMAT may provide increased ability for dose shaping, which becomes important when target shape is irregular or the target is in proximity to certain critical structures.
Both DCA and VMAT techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages. In this study we explore adding partial MLC modulation to a DCA plan to increase the dose shaping around the target but maintain many of the advantages of 3D conformal beams. BrainLab (BrainLab AG, Feldkirchen, Germany) has developed a HybridArc strategy, which blends aperture-enhanced optimized arcs with several static IMRT-elements at specific intervals. By weighting the contribution of arcs vs IMRT, HybridArc is able to achieve an optimal dose distribution. 9,10 Instead of using IMRT beams, in this study we The maximum point dose and dose-volume constraints of several critical structures are listed in Table 1 
| RESULTS
The average PTV volume were 36.4 ± 12.3 cc for the 54 Gy patient group and 38.8 ± 15.4 cc for the 50 Gy patient group, respectively. Table 2 shows the tumor locations and target coverages included in this analysis. (Fig. 1) . The Mann-Whitney U tests were performed to compare the evaluation metrics between different planning strategies. The resulting P-values are listed in Table 4 . No As shown in Fig. 3 , a clear improvement of CI 50 was observed with higher VMAT contribution in treatment planning. This can be attributed to the increased capability of MLC modulation and dose shaping from the VMAT technique. Figure 4 shows the dosimetric index ratios of selected critical structures between plans and our department guidelines for all four T A B L E 1 Lung SBRT planning acceptance objectives for critical structures. With certain fractions (1/3 or 2/3 in this study) of the prescription dose delivered by the DCA beam, uncertainties of the highly modulated VMAT plans are minimized, while VMAT contributions from the hybrid strategy allows for dose shaping around the target volume when the critical structure sparing is a concern. In this study the fractions of total prescription dose delivered by the DCA beams were chosen to be 1/3 and 2/3 as a demonstration. In practice, the planners can choose any other numbers they feel comfortable to develop the hybrid plan.
OARs
For 5 out of 10 patients studied (four 54 Gy patients and one 50 Gy patient), the DCA technique did not result in acceptable plan quality (based on our department guidelines), mainly due to the proximity of the target volume to the critical structures. This was improved by adding some VMAT components to the treatment plan, as Hybrid-DCA produced only one unacceptable plan. With more VMAT contributions, Hybrid-VMAT and VMAT produced no unacceptable plans. This finding is not surprising due to the better dose shaping capability of the VMAT compared to DCA. For both groups of patients, the conformity index improved with increasing VMAT usage, as was the dose sparing to critical structures (Fig. 3) . Compared to the VMAT technique, a total MU reduction of 14%, 25%
and 37% were found for Hybrid-VMAT, Hybrid-DCA and DCA techniques for 54 Gy patient group, and 9%, 23% and 34% for 50 Gy patient group. If we assume a dose rate of 1400 MU/min for both DCA and VMAT beams, that was corresponding to beam on time reduction of 33, 57 and 85 s for Hybrid-VMAT, Hybrid-DCA and DCA techniques for 54 Gy patient group, and 12, 29 and 42 s for 50 Gy patient group. This finding indicates a significant improvement in the delivery efficiency with increasing usage of DCA, which could In this study, the overall plan complexity was evaluated by a single metric, MCS (between 0 and 1), for all four planning strategies.
MCS
MCS incorporates the leaf sequence variability and aperture area variability into the calculation. As seen in Table 3 and Fig. 1 , an increase in MCS was found with more contribution from DCA. We did not observe significant variations of plan complexity between the hybrid-DCA and hybrid-VMAT techniques (P > 0.05 from the Mann-Whitney U test). However, statistically significant differences in MCS values were found among DCA, Hybrid and VMAT strategies (P < 0.05), which indicates adding DCA components in the VMAT plan can reduce the plan complexity and increase the plan deliverability.
In our clinical practice, the guideline for passing the patient specific QA for SBRT is γ > 95% with 3%/3 mm threshold. Better agreement between the planned and delivered doses were found with more DCA usage in the treatment plans (the average γ were | 121 treatment if there was a critical structure dose concern, which is a reason of increased MLC modulation in the plan.
In our clinic, VMAT is the treatment choice due to its capability for dose shaping when critical organ sparing becomes important. By incorporating DCA component into VMAT planning, the hybrid technique is favored over VMAT technique because it offers comparable dosimetry to VMAT, while increasing the delivery efficiency, minimizing the MLC complexity, and increase the agreement between the planned and delivered doses.
| CONCLUSION
This study focuses on possible dosimetric and delivery efficiency advantages of hybrid treatment planning strategy combining DCA and VMAT beams for lung SBRT treatment. By adding partial DCA components to the VMAT plans, we demonstrated that the hybrid plans result in better plan conformity, less plan complexity and better agreement between the planned and delivered doses. Furthermore, the more DCA contribution in the plan, the less MUs used and the better the delivery efficiency. The improvement of beam on time may reduce the uncertainty due to patient intra-fraction motion and also increase the patient comfort during the course of treatment.
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APPENDIX DEFINITION OF MODULATION METRICS (MCS)
The MSC for VMAT plans was originally defined by McNiven for step-and-shoot IMRT plans, 14 and then modified by Masi in order to apply for VMAT plans. 15 The LSV is defined based on the difference where A is the number of moving leaves in the arc. 
